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Outline

• Background and context for the report

• Overview of Automated Research Workflows (ARWs)

• Examples and use cases

• Findings and recommendations

• Future topics and questions
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National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and 
Medicine

• Private, non-profit, self-selecting 
membership organizations 

• Congressional charter to advise 
the Federal government 

• 6 major divisions, 
boards/standing committees, ad 
hoc committees

• Consensus studies, convening 
activities, operating programs
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Automated Research Workflows project

• Consensus study organized under NASEM’s Board on Research Data and 
Information

• Sponsored by Schmidt Futures
• Study goals: (1) Examine current efforts to develop advanced and 

automated workflows for scientific research, (2) Identify promising 
research approaches to promote progress by the community in creating 
and using more productive research workflow systems.

• Study process: (1) Committee meetings, (2) March 2020 workshop, (3) 
Literature review

• Final report released May 2022; includes recommendations for strategic 
actions to be taken by multiple stakeholders to seize the perceived 
opportunities.
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• Daniel Atkins, University of Michigan
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• Mercé Crosas, Secretary of Open Government, Government of Catalunya

• Alfred Hero, University of Michigan

• Rebecca Lawrence, F1000 Research Limited, London

• Bradley Malin, Vanderbilt University

• Lara Mangravite, Sage Bionetworks

• Tapio Schneider, California Institute of Technology 

• Tom Arrison, National Academies Study Director 

• Emi Kameyama, National Academies Program Officer
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Overview of Automated Research Workflows

• ARWs are scientific research processes emerging across a variety of 
disciplines and fields

• ARWs integrate computation, laboratory automation, and tools from 
AI in the performance of tasks that make up the research process, 
such as designing experiments-observations-simulations, collecting 
and analyzing data, and learning from the results to inform further 
experiments-observations-simulations

• Specific tools and resources vary by field, but the common goal is to 
accelerate scientific knowledge generation while achieving greater 
control and reproducibility
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Knowledge discovery loop
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Automated research workflows can automate and close the loop of scientific discovery. On one side of the loop, artificial intelligence (AI) and 
machine learning (ML) algorithms harness the experimental or observational data to learn about a model; on the other side of the loop, 
AI and ML are used to generate the study design for the next data collection. The loop goes on iteratively.



ARWs are a next step in the research computing 
revolution

• Stage One: Computers as a programmed calculator for science and 
engineering calculations.

• Stage Two: Centralized, center-based computers for general purpose 
computing including science and engineering.

• Stage Three: Specialized research supercomputers plus network.

• Stage Four: Distributed, ubiquitous computing and the rise of the all-digital 
world.

• Stage Five: Cyberinfrastructure ecologies of computing, data, information, 
acquisition, activation and distance-independent collaboration. 
(collaboratory, e-science)

• Stage Six: Stage Five augmented by artificial intelligence and 
automation/robotics to make the workflow of research more efficient and 
productive. (accelerate discovery)
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Why now?

• Growing wide-spread awareness of the transformative potential of AI as a 
research tool

• Significant progress in open science (including open data and publications) 
that can now be leveraged in workflow systems to help make data and other 
research objects more findable, accessible, interoperable, and reusable 
(FAIR).

• The growing use of contemporary digital lab books (e.g. Jupiter), and 
workflow system, that can be on-ramps to ARWs.

• Increasing challenges to reliable and reproducible research that workflow 
systems can address

• Potential for the acceleration of scientific discovery to help meet the 
pressing grand challenges in our world
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Examples of ARWs in action

• Material Science - Cut the time required for synthesis and testing of materials 
from 9 months to 5 days

• Particle Physics - Allow experiments to achieve a given sensitivity with ½ the data

• Drug Discovery - Identify 57 percent of active compounds performing 2.5% of 
possible experiments, compared with 20% identified with traditional approach 

• Astronomy - Automate telescope target selection so that observations are 
optimally informative given constraints and scientific objectives.

• Digital Humanities - Compile information from enormous volumes of words 
across multitudes of languages over centuries to see patterns in how ideas have 
spread and changed over time, and to understand the development of human 
thought. 
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Use case: Climate modeling
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Four major report findings

1. ARWs have the potential to integrate computation, data acquisition and 
storage, laboratory automation, and tools from AI in the performance of 
tasks that make up the research process.

2. ARWs can potentially accelerate discovery as well as foster reproducibility, 
replicability, and rigor; facilitate collaboration across disciplines and 
nations

3. Advancement in the creation and application of ARWs requires 
investment and changes in the research enterprise: (a) Sustainable 
funding, (b) Appropriate education, retraining, (c) Reporting and sharing 
methods and results, (d) Changes in rewards and incentives, (e) Multi-
role, multi disciplinary collaboration.

4. Legal and policy issues must be addressed and some on an international 
basis especially for personal and medical data.
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Report recommendations

1. ARW design principles should (a) Facilitate openness, 
reproducibility, and transparency, (b) Incorporate principles of 
responsible AI, (c) Prioritize reuse and sustainability, (d) Be driven 
and controlled by the research community.

2. Further progress on openness, sustainability and sharing of 
infrastructure, instruments, code, and data is required.

3. Research funders, performers, their institutions and professional 
societies should cooperate in supporting the education and 
training required for creating and using ARWs.
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Report recommendations, continued

4. An enhanced culture of sharing with incentives to do so is critical 
to the creation of ARW-based research.

5. Preservation of privacy must be robustly addressed in ARW world. 
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What next? 

• Recent research and policy initiatives, such as the Artificial 
Intelligence Initiative and OSTP Open Access Guidance will support 
progress toward implementation of ARWs across more disciplines

• Schmidt Futures is launching a new program aimed at training and 
educating researchers in the areas of knowledge/expertise needed to 
develop and utilize ARWs  

• More needs to be done to address culture/incentive issues within 
institutions and disciplines 

• We continue to look for opportunities to discuss the report
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Thank you and questions

For information about the study, printed copies, etc.:

Tom Arrison

Director, Board on Research Data and Information

National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine

Email: tarrison@nas.edu
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